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Abstract. It has been shown on several tokamaks that application of a Resonant
Magnetic Perturbation (RMP) field on plasma can under certain conditions lead to
suppression or mitigation of Edge-Localized Mode (ELM) instabilities. Due to the
rotation of the plasma in the RMP field reference system, currents are induced on
resonant surfaces within the plasma, consequently, screening the original perturbation.
In this work, the extensive set of 104 saddle loops installed on the COMPASS tokamak
[1] is utilized to measure the plasma response field for two n = 2 RMP configurations
of different m spectrum. It is shown that spatially the response field is in anti-phase to
the original perturbation, and that the poloidal profile of the measured response field
does not depend on the m profile of used RMP. Simulations of the plasma response
by linear MHD code MARS-F [2] reveal that both studied RMP configurations are
well screened by the plasma. Comparison of measured plasma response field to the
simulated one shows a good agreement across the majority of θ angle, with exception
of θ ≈ 0 low-field side area, where discrepancy is seen.

PACS numbers: 52.25.Xz, 52.55.Fa, 52.70.Ds, 52.30.Cv, 52.65.Kj
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1. Introduction
During the tokamak operation in high energy confinement mode (H-mode), plasma
experiences periodic relaxation of its edge gradient in pedestal region which are known
as Edge-Localized Modes (ELMs), that carry the energy of bulk plasma to the tokamak
wall. The unmitigated type I ELMs are a major concern for the operation of the
ITER device, since the energy they carry is sufficient to damage the first wall and the
plasma divertor [3]. Recent work [4] offers a comprehensive review of investigated Type I
ELM mitigation techniques, namely high-velocity injection of frozen Deuterium pellets
into the plasma [5], fast movement of plasma position [6] and the non-axisymmetric
perturbation of plasma equilibrium by radial field generated by Resonant Magnetic
Perturbation (RMP) coils [7].
The successful Type I ELM mitigation or suppression by RMP has already been
demonstrated on number of devices [8, 9, 10, 11]. However, the exact physical
mechanism of the mitigation is not yet fully understood and thus, the extensive
dedicated experimental effort is supported by a modelling of the RMP effects on plasma
with a variety of numerical codes (reviewed in [12]). One of the leading theories of
plasma response to the RMP (supported by recent observations in [13]) states that
when the hot conducting plasma is rotating in the reference frame connected with the
RMP field, the screening currents are generated on corresponding resonant magnetic
surfaces.
This work compares the experimental observations of the RMP plasma response on
the COMPASS tokamak to the model based on the theory above. This paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 introduces the COMPASS system for RMP field generation as
well as the magnetic diagnostics used to measure the plasma response to the RMP.
Subsequently, Section 3 provides the measured plasma RMP response for two studied
RMP field configurations. In Section 4 the results of the modelling of plasma RMP
response by a linear MHD code MARS-F [2] are presented. The spectra of generated
perturbations mapped for the respective plasma equilibria are shown and the effect of
plasma is discussed. In the last part of the paper in Section 5, the measured and the
modelled plasma responses are compared to each other, with similarities and differences
discussed. The work is then summarized, with future work outlined, in Section 6.
2. Experimental arrangement
2.1. RMP field generation in the COMPASS tokamak
The tokamak COMPASS is a compact-sized (R = 0.56 m, a = 0.2 m) experimental
device of ITER-like cross section, operated in diverted plasma regime [1] (for more
information about discharge parameters used in this work, see Section 4.2). Its RMP
coil system consists of series of independent ex-vessel conductors, that cover the whole
vacuum chamber and can be connected into a variable saddle coil configuration [14]. This
offers a unique variability of the poloidal mode number m spectrum of the generated
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Figure 1. COMPASS RMP coil configurations used in this study. a) On+off-midplane
RMP configuration. b) Off-midplane RMP configuration. Blue lines represent RMP
windings, green arrows show direction of current, red lines represent plasma separatrix.

RMP. The two specific RMP configurations investigated in this work are depicted in
Fig. 1a) and b) and are referred as on+off-midplane configuration and off-midplane
configuration, respectively. All the coils are single-turned, off-midplane coils being of
even parity while the midplane coil of opposite polarity to them. Toroidally, the windings
cover tokamak quadrants, generating RMP field with toroidal mode number n = 1, 2.
In this work, the n = 2 field is used, since n = 1 field is more prone to causing mode
locking of magnetic islands that are typically present in the plasma [14].
The RMP power supplies enable a single DC pulse per tokamak discharge of the
same current magnitude in all of the RMP coils. The temporal evolution of the current
waveform has the form of trapezoid, with flat-top phase lasting several tens of ms and
current ramps from units to tens of ms. The arrangement of the conductors generating
the RMP uses two independent GBT power supplies based on the design described in
[15], but capable of producing higher voltage. This, however, limits the possible field
configurations currently.
2.2. Magnetic diagnostics of the RMP field
The tokamak chamber is covered by a set of 104 ex-vessel saddle loops, arranged into
4 quadrants (radially located below the RMP coil quadrants), as depicted in Fig. 2.
Poloidal and toroidal angles (θ and φ, respectively) are shown for reference.
Each of the 4 quadrant sets consists of 22 large saddle loops covering the whole
quadrant in toroidal direction (e.g. SE1-22), and of 4 smaller saddle loops on Low-Field
Side (LFS), that cover both octants per quadrant in two poloidal rows (e.g. SSE1-2 and
ESE1-2). In order to cover the whole chamber, it is necessary for the loops to often
adopt a more complex shape to avoid vacuum vessel ports. Moreover, simplified scheme
in Fig. 2 does not take into account that the loops cover different poloidal range, as
seen from the in-scale Fig. 3. Note, however, that the loop geometry was taken into
consideration in the evaluation of the magnetic field signals presented in this work.
The poloidal cut of the COMPASS tokamak in Fig. 3 depicts the relative positions
of tokamak chamber, diagnostic saddle loops, RMP coils and typical plasma separatrix.
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Figure 2. Scheme (not in scale) of 104 diagnostic saddle loops covering the chamber.
Poloidal and toroidal angles θ and φ, respectively are shown, as well as Low-Field Side
LFS and High-Field Side HFS poloidal positions. Signs in the rows represent possible
combinations of loop signals in order to obtain n = 2 component, with the row in the
top corresponding to large quadrant loops and 4 bottom rows corresponding to octant
loops.

Figure 3. Poloidal cut of the COMPASS tokamak showing positions of separatrix
(red line), tokamak chamber (blue lines), diagnostic saddle loop ends (orange symbols)
and RMP windings (green line and symbols). Note that each saddle loop and RMP
coil cover the whole poloidal surface between 2 corresponding symbols.

This illustrates that on the COMPASS tokamak:
• Plasma separatrix is located close to RMP coils.
• The RMP coils cover large poloidal sections, especially the coil on midplane.
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• Diagnostic saddle loops are of different size, with the largest area loops located
on High Field Side (HFS) and the smallest area loops located on the top and the
bottom part of chamber.
• There is sufficient number of saddle loops located underneath the RMP coils to
provide good information about the spatial distribution of the RMP field.
By an appropriate combination of the signals of each poloidal row of the saddle
loops across all the 4 toroidal quadrants as illustrated by the signs in Fig. 2, namely:

1
(1)
BnN W − BnSW + BnSE − BnN E ,
Bn2 =
4
a quantity of Bn2 is obtained. This represents the n = 2 harmonic part of the normal
component of the magnetic field. It should be noted, that the quantity is averaged not
only across the toroidal quadrant, but also across the poloidal span of the chosen row of
saddle loops. Given the unique diagnostic arrangement on the COMPASS tokamak, it is
possible to measure Bn2 on up to 22 different poloidal positions. Moreover, with the two
rows of small octant-covering saddle loops on LFS, there are 4 possible combinations
of obtaining the Bn2 quantity (as shown in the bottom part of Fig. 2), therefore,
measurements on 4 different toroidal positions φ (corresponding to the center of used
octant or quadrant) are provided. Note, that combination No. 2 is equivalent to those
of the large quadrant loops. As the loops are located outside of the vessel, the highfrequency part of Bn2 is cut-off by skin effect at the frequency of approximately 40
kHz. However, this is of no concern since only the flat-top part of the DC RMP pulse is
analyzed in this paper. The RMP current driven by the two independent power supplies
is measured with a set of two Rogowski coils.
3. Measurement of plasma response to RMP field

Discharge number
RMP configuration
Bφ [T]
Iplasma [kA]
<ne > [1019 m−3 ]
q95 [-]
IRMP [kA]

8078
On+off-midplane
1.14
230
6.5
3.6
1.5

9655
Off-midplane
1.14
230
6.0
3.5
1.8

Table 1. Parameters of the analyzed discharges.

To study the plasma response to the RMP field on COMPASS, two similar discharges
with different RMP configurations were chosen. Namely, discharge #8078, with
on+off-midplane RMP configuration, and discharge #9655, with off-midplane RMP
configuration are considered and compared. The summary of their basic parameters
is presented in Tab. 1, with Bφ representing the toroidal magnetic field, Iplasma the
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Resp
V ac
(red)
Figure 4. Full poloidal angle θ profile of measured Bn2
(black) and Bn2
components. a) Discharge #8078 of on+off-midplane RMP. b) Discharge #9655 of
off-midplane RMP. Note that the absence of RMP field peak at θ = −0.5 · π in Fig. a)
is due to malfunction of detection loop.

Resp
Figure 5. Full θ−φ profile of Bn2
measured by the saddle loops. a) On+off-midplane
configuration of discharge #8078. b) Off-midplane configuration of discharge #9655.
θ profiles in Fig. 4 correspond to φ = 0.25 · π position.

plasma current, <ne > the line-averaged electron density, q95 the safety factor and IRMP
then current in RMP coils. Further information on profiles of the electron and ion
temperatures and density are provided in Fig. 7 and discussed in Section 4.2.
Due to its electro-magnetic nature, the plasma screening effect on the spectrum of
generated RMP (see Section 4 for details) can be detected by the magnetic diagnostic
system of the saddle loops. During the RMP waveform, the measured Bn2 quantity
from eq. (1) is equivalent to
Resp
T ot
V ac
(θj ).
Bn2
(θj ) = Bn2
(θj ) + Bn2

(2)

Resp
V ac
There, the original perturbation Bn2
was altered by the plasma response field Bn2
.
Taking into account the total mutual inductance M (θj ) between RMP coils and the
corresponding saddle loop combination of poloidal position θj (measured by performing
a vacuum shot with the RMP pulse of given coil configuration), the original perturbation
signal is obtained from:
V ac
(θj ) =
Bn2

M (θj )
· IRMP .
S(θj )

(3)
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S(θj ) represents the total effective surface of the saddle loop row j and IRMP represents
current in the RMP coils.
Resp
, as well as that of
The resulting poloidal profile of the plasma response field Bn2
V ac
the original perturbation Bn2 , is shown in Fig. 4a) and b) for on+off-midplane and
Resp
off-midplane RMP configuration respectively. In both cases, the Bn2
is close to being
V ac
in anti-phase to the Bn2 , implying that screening of the perturbation is dominant over
its penetration into plasma. Interestingly, the strongest plasma response is observed in
the LFS area of θ ≈ 0, regardless of the RMP field configuration used. Specifically, in
Resp
Resp
both configurations the ratio of Bn2
under the bottom/top row RMP coils to the Bn2
on midplane is approximately the same (≈ 0.5). This implies that the midplane RMP
coil row on COMPASS primarily affects the amplitude of the response, however, not
Resp
is approximately by an order smaller
its poloidal profile. It is also observed that Bn2
V ac
than Bn2 , which is further discussed in Section 5.
Sketched coil combinations in Fig. 2 show that Bn2 combinations are identical
with respect to ∆φ = π shift and only opposite in polarity with respect to ∆φ = π/2
Resp
shift. Therefore, the θ − φ distribution of the Bn2
can be illustrated by assigning the
Resp
measured Bn2 values to the whole quadrant and, afterwards, extended to the whole φ
by using the symmetry described above. Moreover, the octant-covering saddles on LFS
Resp
offer Bn2
measurements on 4 different φ locations per quadrant. Thanks to the good
Resp
spatial resolution of octant saddles, it can be seen from Bn2
θ − φ plot in Fig. 5 that
the plasma response field to both RMP configurations is in fact of helical nature, rather
than being strictly in anti-phase to the imposed RMP field. This helical character is
also further discussed in Section 5, with respect to the modeling.
4. Modelling of plasma response
4.1. MARS-F code and modelled perturbation

Figure 6. Spectrograms of the n = 2 vacuum RMP field |b1mn |, calculated by MARSF code. a) On+off-midplane configuration of discharge #8078. b) Off-midplane
configuration of discharge #9655. Red symbols represent positions where condition
q = m/n is fulfilled.

The plasma response to both RMP configurations was modelled using the linear
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resistive MHD code MARS-F [2]. This code solves the linearized single-fluid MHD
equations, assuming that resulted perturbation of plasma equilibrium remains small [16].
Essentially, the non-axisymmetric RMP perturbation is imposed on the axisymmetric
plasma equilibrium and a forced eigenvalue problem of stability is solved [12].
The unperturbed magnetic equilibrium of both discharges is provided by numerical
code EFIT++ [17, 18], with the local magnetic measurements, the total plasma current
Iplasma and the toroidal magnetic field Bφ used as an input. In both cases, the chosen
equilibrium corresponds to the time moment of 1164 ms, i.e. to the flat-top phase of the
RMP current waveform. In addition, the cross-talk of the RMP field on the magnetic
measurements used as the input for the equilibrium reconstruction was eliminated in the
same manner as shown in Eq. (3). The magnetic equilibria were remapped to straight
fieldline coordinate system, using the equilibrium solver CHEASE [19], prior to be used
as the input for the MARS-F code. However, since the code requires a finite, well-defined
q(a), the plasma X-point was slightly smoothed in the process of re-mapping.
The RMP coils are represented as toroidally aligned straight lines of finite poloidal
width, that carry a toroidal harmonic current ∼ exp (inφ) (with n = 2 in this paper)
[20]. This representation naturally differs from the real coil geometry, and thus the
RMP field calculated by MARS-F was compared to the RMP field calculation by the
Biot-Savart’s law based ERGOS code [21, 22], which takes into account the real coil
geometry. A good agreement in the RMP field components aligned with the pitch
angle of the magnetic equilibrium was observed between the both codes and the coil
representation was considered satisfactory.
The relevant quantity, that contains the information on the spectrum of the RMP
field used in this paper, is represented by a normal field component [21]:
|b1mn | =

2
R02 B0

1
b · ∇ψ
.
dψp /ds Beq · ∇φ

(4)

Note that |b1mn | above corresponds to the definition used in the ERGOS code. While
the n = 2 is fixed for the applied perturbation field, there are many poloidal mode
number m harmonics, whose distribution is also radially dependent. The spectra of the
two studied RMP configurations (for the given plasma equilibria) are shown in Fig. 6.
p
0
s = ψp and ψp = ψψ−ψ
, with the poloidal magnetic flux ψ being normalized with
a −ψ0
respect to the magnetic axis flux ψ0 and to the magnetic flux on the plasma separatrix
ψa . Note, that s ≈ r/a.
Figure 6 shows the vacuum RMP field, i.e. without the effect of plasma, for
reference. Comparison of Fig. 6a) to Fig. 6b), implies that the absence of large
midplane row RMP coils has a significant effect on the amplitude of the field, which
is approximately half as strong in magnitude if this row is absent. Distribution-wise,
this leads to the shift of the pronounced m ± 1 harmonics from the plasma center to
the edge regions, leading to much weaker magnitude of the generated RMP field on
the midplane (see vacuum field in Fig. 4). The red symbols show the location of the
m
resonant surfaces with the condition q = n=2
fulfilled. Having them located close to
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the ridge of the spectrum, rather than its valleys implies good resonance between the
plasma equilibrium and the vacuum RMP field on the COMPASS tokamak.
4.2. Modelled plasma response

Figure 7. Plasma density and temperature profiles measured by TS and modelled by
METIS. a) ne profile of discharge #8078. b) Te of discharge #8078 as measured by TS
diagnostics, in comparison to Te and Ti provided by METIS simulation. c) ne profile
of discharge #9655 by TS diagnostics. d) Te of discharge #9655 by TS and compared
to Te and Ti provided by METIS simulation.

In order to model the effect of plasma screening on |b1mn | spectrum, MARS-F needs
radial profiles of electron density ne , electron and ion teperatures Te and Ti and of
toroidal plasma flow. On the COMPASS tokamak, the ne and Te profiles are provided
by High-Resolution Thomson Scattering (HRTS, or TS in short) system [23, 24, 25], of
spatial resolution up to 3 mm at the edge plasma, with frequency of 60 Hz - see Fig.
7 for both studied discharges. The direct measurement of Ti profile is not available
presently, however, it is possible to obtain the profiles of Te and Ti from the METIS
code simulations [26]. By overplotting all the obtained temperature profiles in Fig. 7b)
and d), one can see that there is a good agreement between the results by METIS and
TS. Therefore, the Te and Ti profiles by METIS are used as the input for MARS-F in
this paper.
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Figure 8. Spectrograms of the total (including plasma response) n = 2 RMP field
|b1mn |, calculated by MARS-F code. a) On+off-midplane configuration of discharge
#8078. b) Off-midplane configuration of discharge #9655. Red symbols represent
positions where condition q = m/n is fulfilled.

A sound approximation was made to equal the profile shape of toroidal plasma
flow to that of Ti , since the measurement of this quantity is not available presently
either. The magnitude of plasma toroidal rotation frequency fφ was then obtained from
the magnetic measurements of rotating MHD structures in plasma. A frequency of
magnetic island rotation fMHD is related to fφ by relation [27]:
nfφ ≈ fMHD −

1 dpe
m
,
2πr ne qe Bφ dr

(5)

with qe representing the electron charge and pe the electron pressure (obtained by TS).
By this relation, the toroidal flow frequency on the m/n = 3/1 resonant position (i.e.
the location of observed island) was determined, enabling the extrapolation for the other
positions using the assumed profile shape. The central rotation frequency for discharge
#8078 was evaluated to be fφ (0) = 17.96 kHz, while for discharge #9655 fφ (0) = 15.11
kHz. Given the number of approximations made here, the robustness of the modelled
plasma response with respect to plasma rotation (specifically by increase in rotation via
neglecting the diamagnetic drift term) is investigated in Section 4.3.
The resulting |b1mn | spectrograms, with the plasma response included, are shown
in Fig. 8a) and b) for the on+off-midplane configuration and the off-midplane
configuration, respectively. By comparison to the spectra of the original vacuum
perturbations in Fig. 6, it can be seen that the screening effect of plasma is strong in
both studied discharges. The pitch-aligned components of the perturbation field, whose
positions are depicted by red symbols are on low magnitudes. However, the significant
shift of field spectrum from resonant components of positive m to the negative m values
of non-resonant components was not trivially expected. The described distortion of the
resp
RMP spectrum associated with the Bn2
quantity is further discussed in Section 5.
Additional insight into the nature of RMP screening on COMPASS is provided by
Fig. 9. Here, the magnitudes of pitch-aligned components of |b1mn | across the q = m/n
resonant surfaces are shown - the original perturbation versus the perturbation with
plasma response included. First, comparing the on+off-midplane configuration in Fig.
9a) to the off-midplane configuration in fig. 9b) once again shows, that the magnitude
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Figure 9. Amplitudes of the pitch-aligned components of RMP of the original vacuum
perturbation (black) and of the plasma-screened perturbation (red). a) On+offmidplane configuration of discharge #8078. b) Off-midplane configuration of discharge
#9655.

of generated resonant field is significantly lower in the absence of large midplane coil
row. From the viewpoint of the RMP field penetration into the plasma, both plots show
shallow penetration, which takes place at approximately the same depth, regardless
of the RMP configuration. Simulations with the quasi-linear MARS-Q code [16] are
planned within the scope of future work, where the modelled penetration of the RMP
is expected to reach deeper into the plasma [29].
4.3. Effect of higher plasma rotation

Figure 10. Amplitudes of the pitch-aligned components of the screened RMP field,
with original fφ (black) and with fφ with diamagnetic drift term neglected (red). a)
On+off-midplane configuration of discharge #8078. b) Off-midplane configuration of
discharge #9655.

By neglecting the diamagnetic drift term in Eq. (5), the central toroidal rotation
(assuming the profile shape equivalent to Ti in Fig. 7), shifts from fφ1 = 17.96 kHz
to fφ2 = 51.48 kHz for discharge #8078, and from fφ1 = 15.11 kHz to fφ2 = 43.46 kHz
for discharge #9655. By using such a high rotation values for input of the simulation,
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it is possible to investigate the robustness of the calculation with respect to the effect
of possible uncertainties in fφ .
The results of the simulations are shown in Fig. 10 on the pitch-aligned components
of |b1mn |, also showing the results of the simulations using the original rotation for
reference. It can be seen that the penetration depth of RMP into plasma did not
significantly change in both the amplitude as well as the radial profile of the resonant
|b1mn | quantity. Taken into consideration the large difference between the respective fφ
used in the simulations, it is concluded that the results are not significantly sensitive to
the possible experimental uncertainties in determination of fφ quantity.
Resp
5. Comparison of the simulated Bn2
to the measurements

resp
Figure 11. θ − φ profile of Bn2
as calculated by MARS-F. a) On+off-midplane
configuration of discharge #8078. b) Off-midplane configuration of discharge #9655.
The black lines represent positions of the saddle loops, over which the averaging for
Fig. 12 took place. Note that the depicted saddle loop scheme is simplified for clarity.

resp
Figure 12. θ profile of Bn2
field, both measured by saddle loops (red symbols)
and modelled by MARS-F. Simulated quantity is shown for both the φ position in the
middle of saddle loops (black line), as well as for the modelled field averaged across
surface spanned by saddle loops (blue symbols). a) On+off-midplane configuration of
discharge#8078. b) Off-midplane configuration of discharge #9655.

To compare the MARS-F simulated plasma response field to the experimentally
Resp
determined quantity of Bn2
from Section 3, a more appropriate quantity than the
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|b1mn | spectrum is necessary. Specifically, the component of the total (with respect to
m) magnetic field of n = 2 periodicity, radially located on the tokamak chamber and
of normal direction to this surface is used. The magnetic field component representing
V ac
the plasma response is obtained using Eq. (2), with Bn2
representing the vacuum
T ot
perturbation field from Section 4.1, and Bn2 representing the screened perturbation
field from Section 4.2.
Resp
The resulted modelled Bn2
θ − φ profile is depicted in Fig. 11a) and b), for
on+off-midplane and off-midplane RMP configuration, respectively. Comparison of
these profiles to the measurements in Fig. 5, shows that the used model reproduces
Resp
both the helical character of the Bn2
, as well as its poloidal localization in the
−π/2 < θ < π/2 range. It should be noted however, that the measured response
in Fig. 5 and the simulated response in Fig. 11 are not entirely the same quantity as
the former is averaged across the whole surface of a saddle loop. Therefore, the known
θ − φ dimensions of the detection saddle loops are used to average the modelled local
Resp
Bn2
field across the loop surfaces (see Fig. 11). The appropriate toroidal positioning of
V ac
and
the loop mesh was validated by checking the agreement between the measured Bn2
the modelled one upon averaging. It should be also noted that, while for the simplicity
the loop system in Fig. 11 has no port-avoiding turns (e.g. seen in Fig. 2), they are in
fact implemented into the averaging procedure.
Resp
The model-averaged and the measured Bn2
are compared in Fig. 12a) and b),
for on+off-midplane configuration and off-midplane configuration, respectively, with the
Resp
black line representing the local modelled Bn2
on the toroidal position φ∗ = 0.5π. The
similarity of the averaged field to this line illustrates that the loop averaging is from the
most part symmetric with respect to this position. More importantly, Fig. 12 shows
a good agreement between the linear MARS-F model and the measurements for the
plasma RMP response to the both tested RMP field configurations across the most
of the poloidal angle θ. Linking this to the simulated strong plasma screening effects
Resp
reported in Section 4.2, together with the observations of spatial anti-phase of Bn2
to
Resp
V ac
Bn2 , it confirms that the measured Bn2 is indeed expected to be an order below the
original perturbation.
Resp
There is, however, a notable discrepancy between the simulated and measured Bn2
in the LFS area. Specifically, the measured LFS plasma response field is dominant over
that corresponding to the locations of the bottom and the top rows of the RMP coils
(θ ≈ 0.4π) by approximately a factor of 2. This is not observed in the simulated
results and will be subject to investigation in the future work, e.g. by using quasi-linear
modelling with MARS-Q to take into account moment transport and its effect on plasma
screening [29], or by using more relevant profiles of toroidal plasma flow, obtained from
the CXRS measurements [30].
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6. Summary
Two configurations of the n = 2 RMP field on the COMPASS tokamak were introduced.
They differ by presence or absence of the large RMP coils on the midplane, in addition
to the standard bottom and top row coils of even parity. The RMP field was analysed
from two different perspectives:
• By magnetic measurements using the extensive set of 104 saddle loops covering the
whole tokamak vessel.
• By linear MHD simulations using the MARS-F code, based on the measurements
and simulations of the plasma equilibrium and profiles.
In the experiment, it was observed, that for both of the studied RMP configurations,
Resp
the plasma response field of Bn2
is close to being in anti-phase to the original
V ac
perturbation of Bn2 as well as being approximately one order of magnitude below
V ac
the Bn2
. The shape of the plasma response field profile along θ was reported to be
invariant to the inclusion of the large RMP coils on the midplane. The ratio between
Resp
the Bn2
magnitudes on the poloidal positions of θ ≈ 0.4π, where the top and the
bottom row of the RMP coils are located, and the midplane magnitude, remains ≈ 0.5
across the studied RMP configurations. The large midplane RMP coils, however, have
a significant effect on the magnitude of RMP field as a whole.
By modelling the RMP configurations with the MARS-F code, it was seen that
there is a good resonance between the original, non-screened RMP and the chosen
plasma equilibria. Similarly to the experimental observations, the midplane RMP coils
row was seen to have significant effect on the magnitude of the perturbation as a whole.
Simulations of the plasma response have revealed a strong screening effect of the plasma
on the RMP spectra, consistent with the experimentally observed phase shift between
Resp
Resp
V ac
Bn2
and Bn2
. Also, both the experiment and the model show that Bn2
is of helical
character in θ − φ plane. According to the linear model simulations, the penetration of
the RMP into the COMPASS plasma is shallow.
Resp
A good agreement between the Bn2
from the experiment and the model is reported
across the most of the θ profile, with exception of the discrepancy on the LFS. The
reason for this is currently under investigation. This may be associated to the physics
not taken into account by the linear model, or with the variation of the toroidal plasma
flow profiles. Future endeavours in this specific area will thus include simulations by the
quasilinear MHD code MARS-Q, more accurate measurements of the Ti and fφ profiles
by using CXRS, and attempts to direct measurements of the screening currents.
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